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1. Introduction

I like the elegant look that icicle lights bring to a Christmas display, and I like the animation effects of
chase sequences in general, so last year I combined these 2 concepts into something called “Chasecicles”. You can see several examples of chase-cicles in action on YouTube (search for “eShepherds
of Light”). For example, the video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxtqVylcG7k shows chasecicles at several points during the video (0:30, 0:44, 1:45, etc).
This article describes how I built the Chase-cicles. This article is a “How-I-did” rather than a “Howto” because it describes the steps I used to build these props. I do not suggest that this is the “best”
way to do it - in fact, for some aspects it definitely was not the best way. Nevertheless, I have
documented my steps in case some of them may be useful to others in the DIYC community. As
always, reader beware, use your own judgement; I do not accept liability for problems caused by this
information, etc, etc.
Note to non-U.S. readers: This article assumes U.S. units of measurement and voltages, unless
otherwise noted.
2. Chase-cicle Anatomy

Before describing the customization steps, it’s helpful to look at the basic structure of off-the-shelf
icicles. The icicle strings I used consisted of 6 series segments (50 bulbs each) connected in parallel:

B

A

The wiring is similar to 100 ct. mini-light strings, but with 6 segments instead of 2:
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2 wires to plugs and between segments

3 wires within segments

Subdiving the icicles
Since I had 7 icicle strings, I could have just used them as-is, and then I would have been able to run
a 7-channel chase sequence over them. However, each icicle string was about 12’ long (lighted), and
I wanted smoother chasing, so I planned to subdivide each icicle string into multiple channels:

A
B

During initial planning, I incorrectly assumed that icicle strings were similar to 100 ct. mini-light
strings, with 2 series segments connected in parallel, so I only budgeted 2 channels per icicle string.
This would have resulted in 6’ segments, which would have given a little smoother chase than the
original 12’ segments.
When I discovered that the icicle strings actually consisted of 6 segments instead of 2, I adjusted my
plan by using varying sized segments, rather than adding more channels (I did not have enough time
to order parts and build more controllers and SSRs). Since the roof-line had some sections that are
perpendicular to the viewer and some that are parallel, I decided to make smaller icicle segments in
the perpendicular sections, and larger segments in the parallel sections (since they would not be
easily visible anyway):
larger segments
(not as visible to viewer)

Primary
View

Smaller segments
(visible to viewer)
I ended up allocating 3 channels to the perpendicular icicle strings (resulting in 4’ chase segments),
and only 1 channel to each parallel icicle string (giving 12’ or larger segments), resulting in an
average of 2 segments per icicle string. I am quite happy with the results – the chase-cicles look
reasonably smooth in the videos and in person.
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If I had had enough channels, I probably would have divided each icicle string into 6 segments (2’
each) for an even smoother, arch-like chase (I will probably do this the next time I work on icicles).
3. Materials and Tools

I used 7 – 300 ct. white/blue icicle mini-light strings (to fit the roof-line length and color scheme I
had), but you can use any number or style of icicles. With an average of 2 channels per chase-cicle
string, the approximate cost for each chase-cicle as I built them was about $15 (excluding the
controller itself). I used the following materials:
• 12’ of somewhat stiff wire (~ 18 gauge); can be bare wire
• a 300 ct. icicle mini-light string
• a foot of packing tape or several 4” zip ties or thin wire
• approx 6’ of ~18 gauge insulated wire
• heat-shrink tubing
• SSR parts for 2 channels (assuming 2 channels per icicle string)
• A couple of feet of plastic wrap (in lieu of SSR enclosures)
The 12’ of stiff wire per icicle string is optional, but I found it very helpful when installing the icicles,
and to keep them from sagging (details later under Preparation for Installation). I did not cut it into
12’ sections – I used one continuous piece for several icicle strings end-to-end. Also, I did not make
formal SSR enclosures; I just connected SSRs in-line with the icicles (details in next section).
Tools
•
•
•

I used during the customization were:
Wire cutters
Soldering iron + solder
Anything else you need to build SSRs

4. Construction

If you keep in mind the basic structure of the off-the-shelf icicle strings, the customization was
actually quite simple. I used the following steps:
1. build the SSRs
2. subdivide the icicle strings
3. connect SSRs to each icicle segment
4. preparation for installation
The details of how I did each step are discussed below.

4.1. Building the SSRs
AC SSRs are well documented elsewhere in the DIYC forums, and that is probably the simplest,
easiest, and safest way to control the chase-cicles. I will not repeat that information here, so you
can skip down to the next step unless you really want to try some DIY SSR customization.
In the spirit of DIY, I wanted to experiment with SSR packaging and customization during this
project, so I made some single-channel SSRs that could be placed in-line with the icicles. I will
describe those here, in case the info is useful to someone.
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The single-channel SSRs I built had a very small
foot-print, but used the same parts as regular SSRs:
• A triac
• An opto-isolator
• 2 resistors
• In addition, a small piece of strip-board
The triac can be folded over to save space. I did
not use a heat sink, due to the light load.

For the circuit board, I used about ½” x ¾” piece of stripboard (4 x 6 holes), and a sharp 1/8” drill
bit to remove the copper. The stripboard technique is documented elsewhere, so I won’t repeat the
details here. Below is a photo of the circuit boards I used (back side):

The actual circuit and components were the same as regular AC SSRs. The circuit is repeated here
for reference:

The stripboard layout I used is shown below, in case anyone wants to look at it further (viewed from
the top, without and then with connecting wires, compared with the bottom view earlier):
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The green bars show the copper traces that remained after drilling out the unneeded areas. The
yellow lines show component placement. The red lines show wires that were added to connect the
components together. I added short feeder wires due to the way I connected these to the icicles.
I inserted the low-voltage side components and soldered them first, then the high-voltage side
components and soldered them last, so that I would not accidentally fill in a hole with solder. First I
cut off the N/C pin on the 120V side of the opto-ioslator (MOC3023) – even though the data sheets
label this pin as “N/C”, I discovered that the parts I used required this pin to not be connected to
anything in order for it to work correctly (normally I connect unused pins to + or ground). I inserted
the opto-isolator directly onto the board (no socket) so that it would have a lower profile and the
triac could later be folded over it. Then I inserted the resistors and triac.

When adding the resistors, I did not trim the leads– instead, I bent them into shape and used them
to inter-connect the other components. Due to the small board space, I looped back a lead on one
of the resistors, and the other one I positioned vertically. I also used some of the triac leads for
interconnects.
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I added short leads to the SSRs since I planned to connect them in-line with the chase-cicles. I
enlarged a couple of the holes so they would accept heavier gauge wire. I made 14 SSRs altogether:

4.2. Subdividing the icicles and connecting the SSRs
As described earlier, I divided some icicle strings into 3 segments, and left others as 1 segment. A 3way split is shown below, although a similar process can be used for other subdivisions of the icicles.
The following schematic shows where I connected the SSRs, and, hence, where the icicle wires
needed to be cut:

A
B

First, I located the feeder wires going into the first and last segment for each channel - by “feeder
wires”, I mean the wires that are closest to the male plug, “ahead” of the 50 mini-lights. See “A” and
“B” in the diagrams above.
Then I cut the feeder wire for the last segment (“A” in the diagram above). Since it was a feeder
wire, there were actually 2 wires to be cut here (they both connect to the first bulb socket) – one
continues on to supply the next segment or trailing female plug, and the other one returns back to
the male plug or previous segment to complete the circuit.
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Bypass
to next

Return to
previous

New wire

I joined one of the inbound wires with one of the outbound wires at this point, effectively bypassing
the bulb socket at the head of the segment, so that power would continue to be supplied to the rest
of the icicle string segments. Then I soldered a ~ 2’ piece of insulated wire to one of the cut wires
from the leading bulb socket, and ran it back to the head of the previous segment, where the SSR
would be placed (which is at point “B” in the earlier diagram).
Back at the head of the first segment for the channel, I also cut the feeder wire (“B” in the diagram
above). Again, since it was a feeder wire, there were actually 2 wires from the bulb to be cut here –
one coming from the male plug or previous segment, and one going on to feed the next segment.
New wire

Switched side of SSR
bypass
I connected the SSR so that it was able to turn on and off the feed into the first segment. Since I
was wiring 2 segments together, I connected the extra return wire added from the next segment to
the switched side of the SSR (wire from “A” to “B” in the diagram earlier). If the second segment
needed to be independent of the first one, I would have connected the second wire to the
unswitched side of the SSR instead. As with the trailing segment, I also connected the cut feeder so
it would bypass the SSR, in order to provide uninterrupted power to the rest of the icicle string.
I hope this explanation was not too confusing. If it is, refer back to the schematic or send me some
questions – I think the diagram at least shows where you would need to make the changes.
Of course, a much simpler way to do all this would simply be to just cut the icicle string completely
apart and then add male plugs to each segment, them plug them into regular SSR outlets. The
reason I did not do that was that I did not want several extension cords up there with the icicles –
my roof-line is such that there is not a good place to hide them, so it would have look cluttered.
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After the high-voltage side of the SSRs was connected, the last step was to connect the cat5 cable.
Again, regular SSRs would have made this easier – just plug the cat5 cables into the SSRs. Instead, I
chose to run a cat5 cable along side the icicles and zip-tie it together, and then cut open the outer
jacket and strip off one signal at each SSR. This was just a matter of soldering 2 wires to the low
voltage side of each SSR. This technique allowed me to use only 2 cat5 cables for the entire set of
chase-cicles, one for each half of the roof-line, since each cat5 cable was carrying signals for 7
channels (the copper was there, so I used all the wires in the cat5 cable). I’ve read that data cables
and AC cords should not be run together side-by-side, but I experienced no problems with this over
the 80’ of roof-line.

4.3. Preparation for installation
In preparation for installation, I took 2 additional steps. The first was to fasten moderately stiff wire
to the chase-cicles along their entire length. I used zip ties or packing tape every couple of feet to
do this. You can see this wire in many of the photos above and here:

The purpose of this extra wire was to stiffen the icicle wires, to make installation easier and to help
prevent sagging after they were hung.
The other step was to waterproof the SSRs. Since the SSRs I used were very small, I just wrapped
some plastic wrap around them. This was barely visible in daylight (which achieved my “no clutter”
goal):
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Even though the in-line SSRs were more work, I am pleased with the clean, uncluttered appearance
that resulted. On the other hand, if you use regular SSRs and enclosures, then the waterproofing is
already taken care of.
5. Installation

The first year that I put up icicles, I was up and down the ladder a lot – not only to install the icicles
themselves, but also to install hooks. After the hooks were up the first year, subsequent years were
somewhat easier, but I was still up and down the ladder to put up the icicles or take them down.
Due to our high roof-line in some sections, this created a bit of a safety hazard. To make it faster
and safer to put up and take down icicle strings, one year I taped stiff wire to the icicles (described
earlier).
After the icicles had been stiffened, installation was very easy - it can be done with a short ladder, or
even with no ladder at all. I start at one end and “tie off” the icicle string to one of the hooks using
the stiffening wire, then use a 1”x2” to lift the icicle onto the hooks one section at a time:

Now I can put up or take down the entire set in less than a ½ hour. If the stiffening wire is
reasonably straight, it also prevents the icicles from sagging between hooks. To further prevent
sagging, I tie off the icicles at both ends, keeping tension on the stiffening wire, but not the icicles
themselves. The stiffening wire is also helpful for going around inside corners – the wire can hold
the corner, while the cat5 cable can be left hanging out to avoid a sharp bend.
6. Storage

With the SSRs and cat5 cable connected directly to the icicles, and to keep the stiffening wire
straight, I try to avoid bending the chase-cicles, particularly while they are in storage. As with most
of the props in our show, the mega-tree base itself was designed to serve 2 roles. During the offseason, it serves as a holder for the chase-cicles, allowing them to be stored without severe bending.
I flip the mega-tree base upside down, then wind the chase-cicles around it, using the base as a
large spool - the base is hexagonal rather than square in order to minimize chase-cicle bending
(octagonal would be even better). Then the base + chase-cicles are stored above one of the cars in
the garage:
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7. More Information

If you have any questions or comments for improvement of this article, please send an email to
techguy@eShepherdsOfLight.com.
8. Revision History

Version
1.0
1.0a

Description
First draft
Add “freely distribute” clarification

Date
1/11/09
7/19/09

Copyright 2009 Don Julien. djulien@thejuliens.net
May be freely distributed, copied, and used for non-commercial purposes.
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